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Grand theft on campus
reaches peak in 1990

•

by Heidi Steiner
STAFF REPORTER
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Assault and battery ahd
grand theft on campus have
more than doubled from last
year to this year, according to
UCFs1990annualcrimereport.
But no drug and narcotic
offenses were reported,
compared with four reported in
1989.
The report is an annual
accumulation of crimes
occurring on campus. The report
divides the crimes into three
sections: Part I Offenses, Part II
Mandatory Offenses arid Part II
Optional Offenses.
' Sgt. SandraMcClendon,head
of UCF Crime Prevention, said
she thinks the· reason for the
rise in grand theft on campus is
because students are careless
and UCF is socially oriented.
"Coll~ge campuses are more
vulnerable," McClendon said .
"And of course thjs is a social
environment, friends of friends
of friends are always going in
and out of dorms, they're not
locking doors."
According to McClendon,
grand theft covers anything
worth more than $300.
''The student population owns
expensive items. They have
computers, stereos, etc ... ,"
McClendon said. "And the

college campusitselfbas millions
of dollars worth of property."
For Part I Offenses, 40 grand
theft cases were reported in
1990,comparedwith16in1989.
According to the report, two
cases of both sexual assault/
battery and aggravated assault/
batterywerereported, compared
with none in 1989.
AccordingtQ McClendon, the
off-campus community affected
the increase in crimes. ·
"We're a society within a
society. Our campus is growing
and the community is growing.
The effects of the outside society
[are] ultimately going to effect
the campus."
In Part· II Mandatory
Offenses, 1990 reported 16
simple assault/battery cases;
1989 reported seven. Arson was
reported three times in 1990, up
from once in 1989.
Under Part II 'Optional
Offenses, liquor law violations
were cut in half. In 1990, 17
cases were reported, compared
with 38in1989.
Sixteen trespassing cases
were reported in 1989. That
figure dropped to three in 1990.
According to McClendon, the
outside community is to be
credited for the lack of drug
and alcohol cases on campus.
see CRIME ST ATS page 6
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UCF's Rape Awareness Week
scheduled to teach students
rape on campus more ofan issue
have
been invited.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Dr. Claire Walsh, a national
expert on ca mpus r ape, is
College campuses.are not safe
scheduled to speak in the
havens from crime, and a series
morning. After her talk, group
of events are scheduled next
sessions will discuss different
week to help students remember
aspects of rape.
that.
Rape is a Crime
Tuesdaynight, 'The Accused"
UCF will hold Rape
will show at the Wild Pizza as
Awareness Week Feb. 25
part of Rape Awareness Week.
through March 1. The week has
In the movi'e, Jodi Foster plays
two purposes: to help students
a rape victim.
learn more about rape .
Maureen Schaeffer, an
prevention and learn about the
services ayailable to those who Orlando Naval TrainingCenter. advanced registered nurse
Student leaders, faculty and practitioner at the Student
are raped.
A s·e minar will kick off the staff of local universities, and Health Center and a member of
week. It is by invitation only, community colleges that have
see AWARENESS page 5
from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the formed a consortium to make

by Sandra Pedicini
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CANDLES·FOR THE TROOPS
Chris Detlefsen, an 18-year-old liberal studies major, holds a
candle at the candlelight vigil on campus to support the troops.

WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
851-7100 U CF•REPRESENTATIVE
RYAN FISH 380-00.6 4
,,..----
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Veterans association seeks supplies for soldiers
SVAwill send packages to the-31 students in Gulf
. buy supplies, SVA President Keith
. Hamilton said.
So far, Taco Bell and Albertson's have
UCFs Student Veterans Association contributed.
is looking for a few people to help gather
The Taco Bell at University Boulevard
and send supplies to UCF students in and state Route 436 donated two cases of
the Gulf.
·
hot sauce.
The association has received requests
The Albertson's at SR 436 and Aloma
from those students
·
Avenue donated
asking for supplies. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . $113 worth of
"In wars, there
supplies, Hagen
"Our goal is to get one
are· heroes always
said.
on the front, but
Currently, U.S.
care package to each what we're looking
arrnedforcesrestrict
.student and. each membe'r
for is help from our
the shlpmentofglass
heroes in the home
. and metal containof his or her unit." .
front," said Charles
ers to troops.
• Charles Hagen
Hagen,
an
Also,
The
"Air Force veteran
engineering
Orlando Sen-tinel
student heading
announced
the SVA effort and
Saturday that U.S.
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
an .Air Force veteran.
military officials request no more parcels be
Most common among the requests sent to the troops because there is abacklog. Charles Hagen, an engineering student heading the drive, shows off some of the
are: beef jerky, hot sauce, letters from
To overcome this obstacle, supplies donated goods that Will be sent to the troops. The soldiers requested the items.
home and extra large panty hose. The that the SVA collected will be shipped as Many of them are in the Military Police be given to those who do not know
soldiers use the pantyhose as protection . personalized care packages in padded Company guarding Iraqi prisoners ·of anybody there, but who wish to write.
against cold and sand.
envelopes, Hagen said. They will be sent war, according to Hagen.
.
''The SVA drive to mail supplies UCF
Students also requested balloons to' by first-class mail and will take about
. Hagen said students in the Gulfwant to soldiers in tl!e gulf_have requested will
keep sand out of gun barrels, flea collars two weeks to get there, he said.
hear from people in the U:nited States.
continue as long as possible," Hagen said.
to help combat sand fleas, mayonnaise,
"Our goal is to get one care package to
''Itisveryimportantthattheyhearfrom ''We [SVA] sell T-shirts on campus every
ketchup, chocolate chip cookies, peanuts each student and each member of his or us. Itkeeps their morale high," Hagen said. week and those proceeds will go to buy
her unit."
and reading material.s.
Upon request, the SVA will provide supplies."
·
The SVA also wants money.
Of the 58 UCF students called to the ~ailing addresses of UCF students
People who want to dqnate should call
Any money collected will be used to active duty so far, 31 are in the Gulf involved in the war. Addresses also will the SVA at ext. 2707.

by Frank Duque
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•BLACK HISTORY
Eugene McCarthy; and David
The following events are Eppler of Public Citizen.
s~heduled this week as part of
Justice Parker Lee McBlack History Month:
Donald of the Florida Supreme
• Kappa Alpha Psi fraterni- Court will preside.
ty will sponsor a black trivia
Students in the audience will
contest at 7 p.m. Thursday in select the jury. Deliberations
the Commons.
will start at 8:30 a.m. Friday.
. • Linda Tatum will conduct
Rep. nm McColl um, R-Altaa coed skin care seminar from monte Springs; Federal Elec11 a.m. to 2 .p.m. Saturday in tion Commissioner Joan Aikthe CEBA II faculty lounge.
ens; and G;acia Hillman,
•Jeff Cohen will discuss the executive director of the League
life and death ofMartiri Luther of Women Voters, will. head aKing Jr. at 8 p.m. Monday in mock legislative panel after
the Student Center Auditori- deliberations Friday.
um.
The registration fee for nonFor more information, call students is $35. That price inMinority Student Services at eludes a reception· and dinner
ext. 2716.
with the participants Thursday.
Admission to each day's session for non-students is $5.50.
• ENGINEERING WEEK
These events are scheduled UCF students with validated
this week as part of Engineer- IDs will get in free.
ing Week:
•John Rogers of the World •STAFF RECEPTION
The Alumni Trust CommitCity Corporation will speak at
the . Scholarship Awards Re- tee will hold a staff reception
ception at 6:30 p.m. Thursday at 3 p.m. Thursday in the
in Room 260 of the Health and President's Boardroom. RePhysics Building.
freshments will be served.
For more information, call
• The 1991 Engineering
Fair, with corporate and stu- ext. 2502.
dent exhibits, contests and lab
to:urs, will run from noon to 5 •TEACH IN JAPAN
p.m. Friday in CEBA I and II.
The Center for Multilingual
Multicultural Studies is now
accepting applications from
•MOCK TRIAL/FORUM
A campaign finance forum UCF students who would like
is scheduled for Thursday and to teach in Japan for one year.
The .City of Urayasu School
Friday in the Student Center
Board and the center have an
Auditorium.
A mock trial of campaign fi- agreement that the center will
nance law will run from 9 a.m. send up to three students a
year to teach in the middle
to 5:30 p.m. Thursday.
Whitney North Seymour, the schools as assistant English
special prosecutor for the 1987 teachers.
The City of Urayasu proMichael Deaver influence peddling case, and Philip M: Stern vides living accon:imodations
of Citizens Against PACs will and offers a competitive salary for recent UCF graduates.
prosecute.
Robert Bauer, counselor to This agreement was reached
the Democratic Senatorial because the City of Urayasu
Campaign Committee, will be and Orlando are sister cities.
Those interested may stop
the defense attorney.
Witnesses are: Jan Baran, by PC-530 to pick up applicacounselor to the Republican tions. The deadline is March
National Committee; Barry · 15 ..Call .Consuelo Stebbins at ·
Lynn of th'e American Civil ext: 55i5r for more informaLiberties Union; former Sen. tion.

•SHELTER REBUILDING
The steady growth in the
number of Central Florida's
homeless has put a strain on
the Coalition Shelter for the
Homeless of Central Florida.
Pi Sigma Epsilon, a sales
and marketing fraternity, will
begin restoration efforts on the
shelter at 9:30 a.m. Saturday.
Members of the fraternity will
meet at 8:30 a.m. behind the
Wild Pizza. Faculty, alumni
and students are encouraged to
volunteer. For more information, call 273-6635.
• WQRK FOR HOSPICE
Hospice of Central Florida
Inc. is recruiting volunteers in
Orange and Seminole counties
for training. The training seminars will be from 5:45-9:30
p.m. Feb. 25, Feb. 28, March 5
and March 7. They will take
place at the Hospice office in
Maitland.
People interested in contributing their time to care for patients and families on the Hospice program or to work in the
office can call Yolande Fiola at
875-0028.

• ISLAMIC WAR VIEW
The Moslem Student Association will sponsor a panel
discussion titled ''The Gulf War
from the Islamic Perspective"
at 7 p.m. Tuesday in Room 211
of the Student Center.
For more information, call
Abdul-Rizak at 381-5726 or
Nawar at 381-0843.
• HONORS LECTURE
Dr. Jay Boleman is scheduled to speak at the next Un1versity Honors Lecture at 2
p.m. Sunday in the University
Dining Room.
Boleman's topic is "Revolutions in Physical Science: A
Humanistic Perspective."
Call Bea at ext. 2076 if you
plan to attend.
• JU.ST DESSERTS
The second annual Just
Desserts Fundraiser will be at

7 p.m. Saturday at Walt Disney World's Yacht and Beach
Club Resort.
Guests will be able to sample
desserts and delicacies from
area hotels and attractions, ineluding Walt Disney World,
Marriott Orlando World Center, Stouffer Orlando, Hilton at
Walt Di~ney World Resort and
Hyatt Regency Grand Cypress.
Tickets ai $20 each can be
purchased at Spec's, Infinite
Mushroom, Prime Time Video,
Maison Blanche, all Orlandoarea NCNB offices or any
TicketMaster outlet. Tickets
also can be- charged; call 8393900.
All proceeds go to Compassion Children's Foundation,
which provides financial help
to families of critically ill children. Last year, the program
raiseCl $40,000. ,

Kelly Pflug, Lois Renfro and
Eleanor Fisher will discuss oral
history projects, personal interviews, family histories and
techniques for recording memories on tape.
For details, call 628-5859.

• VOLUNTEERS NEEDED .
The Volunteer Center of
Central Florida needs help with
these programs:
•The Center for Drug-Free
Living needs people to read
stories to children-, rock babies,
answer phones and type.
• The Florida Symphony
Orchestra needs immediate
clerical help.
• The Apopka Community
School needs people to tutor
adults in math, reading and
grammar from 6-9 p.m. Monday through Thursday.

• VMI DENIES WOMEN
•AUTHORS DINNER
CPS - A Virginia state
Friends of the Orange Senate committee effectively
County Library System and killed a bill that would have
The Orlando Sentinel will hold forced Virginia Military Instithe 13th annual -Dinner with tute to admit women.
the Authors Program March 9
Committee Chairman Elmat the Stouffer Orlando Resort. on Gray ruled the bill was out
Jill McCorkle (author of of order because of a pending
"Ferris Beach"), Judge Ellen lawsuit between the federal
Morphonios (author of "Maxi- government and VMI, whose
mum Morphonios: The Life and influential supporters in the
Times of America's Toughest state want to keep it all-male.
Judge") and Susan Isaacs (au"Here we are in Saudi Arathor of "Magic Hour") will be bia and one woman has already
the featured speakers.
been taken as a prisoner of
Tickets cost $30 each, or war," complained bill sponsor
·$300 for a reserved table for Emilie Miller.
10. To buy tickets, send a check
She said committee m'empayable .to Friends of the Li- bers do not see the refusal to
brary to: Orange County Li- change VMI's policy as offenbrary System, Community Re- sive to women.
lations Office, 101 E. Central
·Blvd., Orlando, FL 32801. All • ·FIND YOUR FAMILY
table reservations must be · Interested in your family's
made immediately.
roots? Attend the Oral History
For more information, call Workshop at 10 a.m. Monday. ·
425-4694, ext. 481.
·Techniques for recording reminiscences on tape will be ex•ORAL WORKSHOP
.plored.
·
The· Winter Park Library.
-For details, call 628-5859.
and the Winter Park Historiccil There is no charge. The event
· Society will sponsor an OrB:l is .s ponsored by the Winter
· History Workshop froni 10 a.m. Park Historical Association and ·
to noon Monday at the library., the Wint.er Park Library.

•

Vandals peel off decals,
scratch car, break locks
by Heidi Steiner
STAFF REPORTER

Car vandalism seems to be a popular
crime on campus lately.
Two UCFparkingstickers were stolen,
a car was scratched and the locks on a car
were punched out.
Stephen Letter and Helen Kennedy
reported their parking decals missing
between Feb.1 and Feb.13.
Letter said he last saw his sticker on
his car Feb. 1. He said he realized it was
missing Feb. 13 after getting a ticket for
having no sticker.
.
Kennedy said she bought her parking
sticker Feb. 2 and realized it was missing
Feb. 13.
Letter and Kennedy told police they
are sure the stickers were stolen on
campus.

Tammy Fenstermaker found her car
scratched at 1 :30 p.m. Feb. 8.
According to police, someone used a
sharp, pointed object to scratch her car.
The scratch extends from the front fender
to the rear fender on the left side of the
car.
The top of the trunk also is scratched.
Fenstermaker's car was parked in Lot
G-7, near the Education Building.
The car was scratched between 9:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m., according to police.
Mark Watson discovered his car door
locks punched out at midnight Feb. 10.
According to police, Watson parked
- his car at 8:30 p.m. in Lot A-6, near the
Administration Building.
When he returned to his car, he
realized it had been vandalized.
Watson told police he does not know
who did it.

Engineering clubs form outlet
for students with common gOal

•

•

•
•
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ON THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL
David Mann, SG presidential candidate, talks to Diana Davila, a 20-year-old
elementary education major, about voting .. Mann was a write-in candidate.

;. · ... ·· ·w anted · .· · . ·. · ·
Anyone with information about the theft of several thousand
Feb. 14 issues of The Central Florida Future. If you have any
information, please contact the UCF police at 823-5555.
Callers can remain anonymous.

by Marjie Levy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The students of16 engineering clubs
at UCF have joined to start an
engineering council. ,
Two engineeringstudents,Julie Baker
and Chip Wuerz, said they thought a
council was much needed at UCF. They
got the idea to start one when they
attendeda Student Engineering National
ConferenceinNovemberinRaleigh,N.C.
Engineering Dean Gary Whitehouse
agreed UCF needed the council.
"We needed a vehkle to be able to
interface with the students in an

organized fashion, and we decided this
would be the best way."
The council is working with
Whitehouse, the Dean-StudentAdvisory
Council, a few Student Government
senators and other interested parties.
They have already ratified their nine-page
constitution and are a few days away from
being an approved group at UCF.
Wuerz said the council's objective is to
bring engineering students together with
a common goal and to represent
engineering clubs as a whole to SG.
Any student can sit in on the council's
meetings. For more information, call Chip
Wuerz at 249-0514.
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ThefirstpartofMcClendon's
program will focus on prevention
of sexual assault from a
FROM PAGE 1
stranger.
the consortium, said while the
"It will include basic things
movie shows some hardships like safety in numbers, locking
endured by the victim during your doors, how to go out at
the trial, it should not stop night," McClendon said.
victims from pursuing the
The second part will discuss
maximum penalty for their acquaintance rape, a crime that
attackers.
often goes unreported because
After the film, Denise Voyik victims feel they are partly to
will lead a group discussion. blame.
Voyikisa UCFgraduatestudent
''The issue is very confusing,
who works with Response, a and there's a lot of emphasis
local sexual assault resource spent on fault and blaming,"
center. A candlelight vigil at the McClendon said. "I think it kind
of hides and covers the issue
reflecting pond will follow.
"Crimes have to be reported, that it a"ctually happens."
and the only way to deal with a
While two rapes have been
crime is for the police reported in the last year, one
departmenttofind outallabout later found to be false,
it...We'llneversolvetheproblem McClendonsaidshethinkssome
if we don't deal with ithead on," date rapes go unreported
Schaeffer said.
because victims fear they will
Booths set up Wednesday on be seen as the ones to blame and
the Green will provide prosecution will fail.
"InFloridalaw,it'snotbroken
information about rape. At 7:30
p.m. Wednesday, UCF Police down," McClendon said. "Rape
Sgt. SandraMcClendon will give . is rape, and I ·think ·a lot of
a presentation called "Choice women don't understand that...
Not Chance." She will repeat it's still rape, even if you know
her presentation at 7:30 p.m. the person, even if you willingly
Thursday in the Commons.
went out on a date."

AWARENESS

•
•
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Several UCF departments
are coordinating events as part of
a rape awareness and prevention
on-campusnetwork. Thenetwork
has been workingtogetherforthe
past three months hying to bring
more awareness to the problem
of rape on campus.
"The week of Feb. 25 is what
we've been working toward,"
Schaeffer said. ''This week is to
make anybody who works here
or goes to school here aware of
what's available on campus and
in the community."
Among services available to
rape victims are four on-campus
victims' advocates, who lend
support to the victim. ·
The UCF Police Department
is available, which makes
reportingthecrime"alittlemore
intimate" than reporting it to a
city police depar~ment,
Schaeffer said.
While women planning to
prosecute a rapist must get a
complete examination at an offcampus facility like Orlando
Regional Medical Center, those
who want only to be tested for
sexually transmitted diseases
or pregnancy can go to the
health center, Schaeffer said.

----------------~----.

RAIN FOREST SAVED
Sam Rao and Shannon Carter of the Environmental Society
display a $1,200 check, which will help preserve rain forests .
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UCF .BOOKSTORE

•
•

· PREVIEW NEW
MOVIE RELEASES!

Presents

•

FREE FOOD
AND BEVERAGES!
•
"TEST DRIVE" s ::~~~
· PS/2 COMPUTERS!
. PRODUCT
DEMONSTRATIONS,
. FREE SAMPLES,
GAMES,
. ENTERTAINMENT!

<l

· FEATURING:
II IBM II ORION
•
11 KOOL AID II LUBRIDERM
. II GENERAL FOODS
INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
· 11 HERSHEY'S II NEWSWEEK
II AMERICAN EXPRESS
. 11 MAXWELL HOUSE
. 11 NEET II BARNES HIND
•

Don't
go out
v1ithout
your
rubbers.
We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
abolJt AIDS.
If you're not sharing
· needles with infected
· drug user's, there's one
other way you can get
AIDS. and that's sex .
Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
semen. anybody is
vulnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines
against AIDS. There are
no cures for it.
And if you get, you'll
likely die.
So if you choose to
· have sex. be sure to
carry condoms and tell
your partner to use
them.
Let's face It if a womar}
doesn't look out for
herself, how can she be
sure anyone else will?
And if he
says no,
so can you.

Al Ds

.SEE YOU AT CAMPUS FEST!

If you think you
can't get it you're
~ea_d wrong .
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PUTERS AT WH01..1.. ..~~ ... 1..
1981 Ho)Ye!I Brandi Rd.
Maitland, Fl.3275 t

-

- -- {~0?)823-4734

-

12MHz 286(AT) IBM clone
This is a good STUDENT COMPUTER. II you can use roore
power, you may consider our 386SX which will run 386 software
(multitasking software, 386 windows, etc.} as they become available.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
·•
•
•
•
•

Mini Digital Desktop Case & 200 Watt Power Supply
12MHz (O Wait. Nanon Sl=15.3) Motherboard & AMI BIOS
1MB RAM expandable to 4M8 on Motherboard
101-key Enhanced Keyboard (choice of 5)
1:1 Interleave Fast Dual Hard I Floppy Controller
1.2MB (5.25') or 1.44MB (3.5") Floppy Drive (specify)
Seagate 40MB12ems Hard Drive Standa·rd
Two Serial Ports, Parallel Port and Game Port
Goldstar 12" TTL Amber Monitor and monographic card
8 expansion slots (6·16bitand 2.abit). clock/calendar
'
DOS • Software Included, SOCKET for MATH-COPROCESSOR
Foam-Lined S ipping Box, 1 Year Warranty on Parts and Labor 00

Site

Call for any 386, 486-sys1ems and any computer parts-

Chartes Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

MAGIC RUNNER

MOD EM. PRINTERS. MOUSE-

823-4734

Black History Month presented Celebrity Day. Michelle Finn is an international track star, a world
record holder and an Olympic hopeful. Magic players Morion Wiley and Otis Smith attended, too.

or another crime happens from 1989.
In1990,$149,738wasstolen
the result of the drugs."
FROM PAGE 1
In Part I Offenses, 261 cases and $23,629 was recovered. In
were reported overall in'1990, 198.9, $54,446 was stolen and
$17,6S7 was recovered.
"Luckily, we're not -i~ a up from 239 in 1989.
One hundred sixty accidents
community where there is an , Twenty cases were reported
abundance of drugs being sold under Part II Mandatory were reported in 1990,
on the streets. People are Offenses in 1990, compared compared with 110in1989. Of
those accidents, 95 involved
becoming more aware and with 14 cases in 1989.
For Part II Optional two cars. Thirty- nine were hit ·
seeing through the myth of
1~-~_!_!_~it_i__~i!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t
Offenses, 158 cases were and run cases.
drugs being good."
In 1990, 71 7 traffic citations
OFFICERS' ·TRAINING CORPS
McClendon said police may reported in 1990 and 234 were
were given out, compared with
not catch all drug cases.
reported in 1989.
According to the report, 928 for 1989. Also in 1990, .
"Drug crimes usually go
undetected unless there has police arrested 76 people in 2,198 verbal warnings and 86
been an overdose or an accident 1990, compared with 93 in written warnings were given.

CRIME STATS

•

•
U.S.A.

v.
THE SPECIAL INTERESTS
STUDENT CENTER. AUDITORIUM

•

THE FIRST EVER UCF PUBLIC ISSUES FORUM WILL FEATURE A MOCK TRIAL OF
CURRENT FEDERAL CAMPAIGN FUNDRAISING LAW FOLLOWED BY MOCK LEGIS·
LATIVE SESSION. FORMER SENATOR & PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE EUGENE
McCARTHY WILL BE A WITNESS FOR THE PROSECUTION. ·
THIS EXCITING 2 DAY EVENT IS FREE TO UCF STUDENTS, AND THE JURY WILL BE
SELECTED FROM STUDENTS. BE THERE BY 8:30am ON FEB. 21 TO FILL OUT YOUR
VOIR DIRE QUESTIONNAIRE • JURY SELECTION WILL BE BY RANbOM FROM QUESFEBRUARY 21 TIONNAIRES SUBMlnED.
MOCK TRIAL· STUDEt.,iT CENTER AUDITORIUM
9·10 JURY SELECTION
10·12:30 OPENING STATEMENTS AND PROSECUTION
WITNESSES
. 2·5:30 DEFENSE CASE, SUMMATIONS AND CHARGE TO
JURY
7:00 RECEPTION & DINNER • UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM
KEYNOTE SPEAKER : DOUGLAS KIKER, NBC NEWS
(CHARGE $11.00)

At Am1y ROTC Camp Challenge you'll learn
what it takes to succeed-in college and in life.
You'll build self-conlidence and develop your
leadership potential. Plus you can also qualiJy
lo earn an Army Oflicer's commission when you
graduate from coilege.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
just what you need to reach the top.

FEBRUARY 22
MOCK TRIAL· STUDENT CENTER
AUDITORIUM
8:30-9:30 JURY DELIBERATION AND
VERDICT
MOCK LEGISLATIVE SESSION • S C A
9:30·1 CONSIDERATION OF REFORM
LEGISLATION

~
~
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE JOU W TW.

TERM PAPEllS TYPED
SI.ZS/page*
(do~ble-spaced

Expires 5/3/91
Good on initial visit only-

4 •

I '

U corrected)

•

24·BOVR SERVICE
(or better!)

$10 Check-up includes:
• Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF l.D. Only

.

•

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
MAJOR DOUGLAS R. THOMSON AT (407) 823·2430/2971

Our UCF Back to School
Good Knight Offer!

*THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
PAYMENT HAS A RIGHTTO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT
OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE,
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE, OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
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ARMY ROTC

UCF TEAM DENTIST

282-2101

•

______ T~E
671.-4649

•
WRiTE IMAGE _ _ _ _ _ _!

fAx 678. . 47~1

* wirlf Tlfis AdVERTiSEMENT ONly
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_

COMICS

J

*

PAINTBALL

SUPPUES

11780 E·. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

•

*

ROLE PLATING
IN THE UC• PLAZA
ACROSS FROM UCF

GAMES
(407) flZ3-'7246
SZ..DRAGN
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The life and death of
Martin Luther King, Jr.

•
•

By .Jeff Cohen

•

.

.

•

•

•
•
•

;.·('l.. ·;l:
t11 .,~,
·:·- jY

•

The assassination of famed
civil rights leader Martin Luther
King, Jr. was a crime shrouded
in mystery. The circumstances
surrounding King's tragic murder and the subsequent investigation were never given appropriate attention. Only now, over
twenty years later, does the
puzzle begin to take shape as
attorney and investigative writer
Jeff Cohen brings the crime into
focus .
A captivating slide show
presentation and lecture explore
the unusual details surrounding

The late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., civil rights activist.

•

•

the assassination of Dr. King.
Cohen questions the background and limited abilities of
accused assassin James Earl
. Ray and the true involvement
and motivation of the F.B.I.
These and other fascinating
questions will be addressed
when Cohen tries to unravel

Monday,
February 25 at 8pm in
the Student Center Auditorium. I see King pg... I
the mystery on

~CAB::::
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD

ActlvityandSecvice Fee

FAMOUS EUROPEAN.
VIDEO DISCO.·

8
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OK, WHO'S THE COMEDIAN?
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C 0 M P.E T I TI 0 N
PROD U CE D

av

U.S.CONCEPTSINC.

•

Enter the Certs· U.S. College Cc;>medy
Competitio~. Yqu could win trips to
: perform at Spring Break in Daytona Beach
•
and in a New York City comedy club!

••

••

•••
•••
••
••
••
••
•

The first ten contestants to perform get a
free US College Comedy T-Shirt.

.

; Even if you're not performing, come by just for laughs!
SIGN UP NOW AT THE STUDENT CENTER MAIN DESK BEFORE MARCH IST
COMPETITION WILL BB HELD MARCH 5TH IN THE WILD PIZZA AT 9pm

••

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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IStandard Features: I

0386sx-20
20 MHz Clock Speed
2 Meg-. Ram and a
43 Meg. Hard-Drive

Was ·$ 2,000.00

Teac l.44Meg. (3.5") Floppy Drive
Teac l.2Meg. (5.25") Floppy Drive.
Fujitsu 101 Key Keyboard
1 Parallel, 2-Serial and 1 Game Port
Clock/Calendar
Enhanced VGA-Tri-Sync. Monitor
14" (1024X768) Resolution
28mm Dot Pitch
Micro-Labs VGA Solutions Card
512K Video RAM
16 bit Data Bus
Microsoft DOS 4.01

r•::::::·::1:1:::~:::~::liI

!J! in the form of a Cashier ' s
l!l!l1!

Check, MasterCard or Visa.

1!11

.

.
•

..

NOW ONLY · $ 1,82700

•

Hurry Sale E0ds March 1st.
•
w~

A~

~~

_~

P~~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~.

KXP-1124
$307.00

P~

•
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UCF Banner Day
Saturday, March 2

188.I

9

FM

The Central Florida Fair and WDIZ honor our armed
forces by hosting a banner competition between teams
of UCF Students. Money raised will support the
Navy/Marine Corps Relief Society.

OPERATION: SUPPORT

CENTRAL FLORIDA

*All UCF stude~ts eligible. (Fraternities,
Sororities and Clubs are all ancouraged
to compete.)

* 1st place- $150.00

* $10 entry fee for each team. (All
money raised goes toward Navy/Marine
Corps Relief Society.)

* Each team will receive 4 passes
for free gate admission ·

* Entry forms available at Student
Government, and must be submitted to
S.G. by Feb. 25 with $10 check payable
. to the Central Florida Fair.
*Banner must be a queen-size bed sheet,
patriotic, tasteful and support our armed
forces. Banner must include WDIZ logo.

* Banner

FEBRUARY 28-MARCH 10

registration is 3p.m. at the
Fair Entertainment Tent. All team
members must be present with the
banner.

2nd place- $75.00
3rd place- $25.00

* 2p.m. Bud Light Girls
3p.m. Banner Registration
4p.m~ Banner Judging

* Plus, WDIZ

personalities, Beer
Gardens, Crown Cruise Line
giveaways every hour, Maximum
Performance Trick Bikes, The
Huma~ Jukebox and The James E.
Strates Shows Midway.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 295-FAIR.

*_Banners will be judg~d at 4p.m.

Tune into a program
designed for YOU •••
,~J'.1 A~) l

..

AJ J ~

WUCF
in the
Afternoon

fAl
~

1\

Tuesday. February 26
Movie:
7he Accused" with Jodi Foster
Location:
Wild Pzza
Time:
6:00 p.mp
.
Group discussion and Candlelight vigil 'Take Back the night"
after movie.
Wedoesdav. Februaa 27
Activities on the Green, 11 :00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
A number of booths will be set up and informational material will be available
focusing on this issue.

Presentation: ·choice Not Chance·
Laaction:
Student Organizational lounge (SOL)
Time:
7:30.p.m.
·
Speaker:

Sgt. Sandra McClenden, UCF Police Dept.

Thursday. Februaa 28

Presentation: ·choice Not Chance·
Loaction:
Commons
Time:
7:30 p.m.
Speaker:

Sgt. Sandra McClenden, UCF Police Dept.

For details contact Maureen Schaefer or Jennifer Miller,
Ext. 3-2701or3-5541.

College Music
$ports & UCF News
Music by UCF Stude~s'~
Mixed with Fun
c:i
and· more !!!

-4-6 p.m.
Mon.~ Fri.
89.9 WUCF-FM

~~R:h&~
,,~,~PS

I kill, -ther&ore 1 am?

amount.of classes
during the summer
Students anticipating summer registration
shouldn't get their hopes up yet. This may be the
summer to .take that long vacation or to work and
save money for the possible 20 percent increase in
tuition come fall term.
UCF has been taking cuts all around, two major
cuts last term will effect the 1991semesters. One of
the areas that felt the sting of budget cuts was the
number of summer school classes being offere4 this
year.
Every school is, of course, affected differently,
depending on how each allocate,d the new positions
made available.
·
One main problem with the summer classes is the
faculty union contract that every full-time professor
must be employed before a department can offer jobs
to the adjuncts.
With only so much money available to pay for
instruction of summer courses, departments must
pay the higher salaries to full professors instead of
getting more for their dollar with the adjuncts.
As a result, fewer courses will be offered, but full
professors will be the ones putting in the quality
teaching time this summer.
In the College ofArts and Sciences, ab9ut one third
of the budget has been lost. Most departments in Arts
and Sciences are offering the minimum number of
courses possible.
This-is partly because they filled the new positions
createdlastyear. So, the money in their departmental
budget could not be designated to pay the existing
professors for summer school.
Also, adjuncts would have no jobs available with
the surplus of full professors during the summer
months.
Of course, other schools (i.e. engineering) will not
be having the same problems, as they did not hire so
many new professors.
But don't hold your breath because every school
will be hurt by the cuts. The cuts may be a little less
deadly from one department to another, but they're
still causing some major inconveniences for degreeseeking university students.
Something else that may be of concern is the offbeat chance that another 5 percent will be cut from
next year's budget.
.
The prospect is scary, indeed, as it may mean even
more scrambling for those treasured required courses,
like English composition courses or classes needed to
fill the UCF foreign language requirement.
And seniors hoping to polish off those last few
credit hours over the summer months may need lots
ofluck to get the courses they need.
Perhaps if state legislators didn't separate the
construction of buildings and the offering of courses,
then we would see some more summer classes.
The state legislators need to get their priorities
straight and find a way to restore some of the funding
to the university academic programs where it belongs.
In the. meantime, UCF students should just kick
back and enjoy a nice, long summer - at tp.e beach.
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Loyality signature set in stone

•

About the foolishness that is coming from
Tallahassee: lawmakers are seriously considering
having employees of the state of Florida sign an oath
ofloyalty or be terminated'. I, for one, cannot believe
this nonsense.
·
I suppose, in the midst of this war, it might sound
rather patriotic to the people in charge. I also suppose
they feel that no one would mind signing such a person who is planning on getting a job with the state
contract. I suppose it would sound that way. In in order to take advantage of it, there is no way such .
reality, however, it is a crock of dooky.
an oath will prove him to be a rascal with evil intent.
Imagine, if you will, that there was a very rich The _proof of loyalty is in a person's actions and
man. This man was paying his butler and his maid character, not their contract.
Now, put yourself in the place of a state employee.
and his cook to take care of his home and cook his
You have worked for the state for years, doing
meals.
Now, imagine someone wants to get in in order to whatever you do.
do some d_amage, or steal some valuables. Do you
How would you feel if someone shoved a law in your
beli'eve that if the rich man made him sign a loyalty face sayingydu had to sign a loyalty oath? People who
oath, the person wanting to steal would say, "Oh no! have served the state loyally for years are going to be
I can't sign that!" and run off?
insulted by such a document. They are going to be
To you believe that such a contract would prevent coerced into participating in this nonsense, and I
the person from doing what is clearly illegal in the believe it is unjust.
first place? If you answer yes, you are a twit.
The loyalty oath serves no purpose. It will only
There is no way that signing a document will prove insult the loyal and instill laughter in those who
a person's loyalty. If, by some odd chance, there is a would pl?n to abuse the system.

lflf,11111&'1

•RAPE AWARENESS WEEK

Editor:
I am pleased to report that our
University has joined forces with
Valencia Community College,
Seminole Community College,
Rollins College and the Naval ·
Training Center to present rape
awareness programs on the five
campuses starting next week.
These programs are part of an
ongoingefforttoincreasestudents'
awareness of sexual assault and
its repercussions. I urge you to set
aside times in your busy schedule
to participate in these activities.
Your support · in helping to
educate our University community ·
on how best to deal with potential
problems resulting from sexual
aggression and assault is
appreciated.
Steven Altman
President
• HUMAN RIGHTS

Editor:
It is incredible that a person as
Gary Isleib. who reveres himself as
an "informed adult" can write with
the insight of a cow.
In a Feb.14 campus commentary
titled, "Support of troops begins
here" Gary Isleib said everyone
despises war (save McDonnel
Douglas-save Martin Marietta).
How then does he account for those

''love it or leave it" wackos that particularly with regards to the
have been on a Hussein head hunt, budget bill passed Oct. 27. George
babbling that "kick butt in the Bush is not a person I can blindly
Middle East" garbage?
follow into war.
Oil, at present, is as valuable a
I instead place my trust in our
commodity as Isleib maintains. Constitution. But President Bush
However, we do have the rese.a rch openly flaunted his disregard for
to find alternative transportation. the document as he circumvented
It is absolutely insane that we Congress' war-making authority,
let ourselves depend on a substance citing past abuses as legitimate
that both pollutes the environment precedent. Such disregard scares
and compels us to battle others.
me.
Sanctions can be extremely
No one is safe when our
effective if they are given 'time. leadership considers itself above
South Africa, a racist-ruled the law. I assert that the
country, is now moving toward administration's ultimate goal is
equal rights due to sanctions.
to dominate the oil-producing
Finally, I can saythat war region.
protestors do care about the human
Peace cannot be achieved with
rights of all. I also say that, as a cruise missiles and Apache
protestor, I do support the troops aircraft. All our military will do is
and members of my family in the add to the misery and danger
military.
· already plaguing the Middle East.
I object, conscientiously, and I
Brian Goercke endorse a non-violent resolution.
English literature Though force was necessary to
disallow Hussein's acquisition of
•INFORMED OBJECTOR
unconventional weaponry, it is no
Editor:
longer justified.
I am an honorably-discharged
Our government is killing
veteran. I oppose the United States- children with its bombs. Now, our
led killing in Iraq. Unlike many national conscience is as trained
Americans, my faith in the as Iraq's. That is, if we have a
President is not unlimited. His conscience.
political career prior to this office
certainly inspires no one.
Mike Llewellyn
Mediocrity characterizes much
educatwn
o.f h is recent leade r ship ,

•

•

•

•

•
•
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· Public misinformed by activists about research
•

A great deal of information has been given to the
UCF public regarding the horrible treatment of
animals used in scientific experimentation. Many
articles have been circulated describing the violent
experiments on monkeys and videotapes have been
played showing the horrifying treatment of rabbits. I
do not deny these ev~nts have happened and I do not
advocate this type oftesting, but the animal "activists"
have failed to give the public the entire story.
These animal rights activists have neglected to
inform the public that countless advancements in
science have been made due to research on animals.
They have also failed to mention Steve Carroll,
Matthew Sheales and Lyla Koch. Steve was badly
burned in a plane crash in 1971 and has been kept
alive through pigskin grafts, respirators and pain
killers which were first tested on animals. Mathew
has received a heart transplant, the technique which
was first developed in the early1950son lab dogs.Lyla
was four weeks old when implanted with a pacemaker
developed through research on animals.
Advancements for the treatment of cancer, diabetes,
mumps, polio and ulcers are just a few of medical

miracles that have been developed through
experimentation on animals.
Several misconceptions have been publicized by
the animal rights activists. They report the number
of animals used in experiments each year is at least
100 million and increasing. Actually, the figures are
more in the range of 1 7-22 million and have been
decreasing since 1968. Activists also allege that pets
are the main victims. In reality, 90 percent of the
experiments are performed on mice, rats and other
rodents. Less than 1 percent oflab animals are dogs,
cats and other domestic animals.
Many ofthe animal rights activists' main argument
is that animals have rights that are equal to those of
humans. Even ifhumans do benefit from the research,
they state that the cost to animals is too high. It is
quite ironic that some ofthase groups that make such
claims are the ones who condone programs that
grossly violate animal rights. For example, pounds
and humane societies kill approximately 10 million
pets each year.
Additionally, animal rightists claim there are many
replacements for research on animals such as cell

cultures and computer models. The fact is, many
procedures must be tried on living tissue before used
to treat human aliments. Contrary to popular belief,
animals do not suffer great pain in the labs. Actually,
animals benefit from their association with people in
the lab. A vaccine for Feline Leukemia was discovered
in the labs while scientist were searching for cures to
human ailments.
Animals rightists claims are ignorant
misconceptions, a product of their superstition gone
berserk. If they are allowed to continue their efforts,
we should wonder from where the next generation of
medical miracles will come. Will science be reduced to
trying to find a cure for cancer in vegetables?
The plain and simple fact is that animal research
saves lives.
-Carol Kelly Woods is studying legal studies.
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on Sun at 10:30pm. White Violet is coming up
very soon! Hey Moo-v found a date yet???

G.A.M.M.A.-Greeks Advocating Mature Management of Alcohol meetings are every Thursday at 4 in the Wellness Center. Fraternities
and Sororities should send a rep. to the meetings. Events coming up include John Mears
speaking in the SCA on March 5th at 7:30.
FREE admission, plus a DINNER for FOUR
and a STRETCH LIMO will be raffeled off.
Phi Delta Theta
Threepeat baby, threepeatl SK was stylin.
Slugfest Fri. at UF. Get dues to Toontzes. Key
word for week is confidential I 44 days til Phi
Dalt rules Greek Wk! Easie pirahnal
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Team 1 soccer is awesome! Hey Sig Ep-We
cracked YOU like an egg 5-1. Jerry-how was
Conan the Stripper? Up Synch was a blastgood job pledges I Hey~. AXA, andATO-Fri
night-Bar Night? Congrats to the E sky diving
team and Joe M. and Joe S.-BMOC candidates. Its a bird, i~s a plane, no its DARKMANI
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Attention! 3-Fires is tomorrow and the woods
will never be the same! Associates, make
sure that you have all your materials, and
know your stuffl 'Nutt said!
Alpha Tau Omega
Get pumped for an awesome social wt~ on
Fri at 9:30! Sun: Phone-a-than 1;30-5:30 in
CBI! 234. Congrats to our tennis doubles
tourney champs-Greg Lampke & Chuck
Colombo! 3rd-Mike K. & t.1ark D.

,

Acacia
Travis, we hope you come home from Saudi
real soon. We're already planning a party.
Good luck to Spoon, Stickleman, and Chad in
trying out for 0-Team. Congrats to the B-ball
team on yet another win. Keep it up boys.
Game next Wed+ Thurs. Welcome back Big
Bob. *Brothers meeting Sun 7:30 * Acacia
is rising above the rest.
Delta Sigma Pi
Can you see who the Rose and the Thorn are?
In order to find out you must attend this exciting event Saturday night. Semi-formal attire.
How's that Spring Break diet going?

'81 Subaru blue color -2 doors good condition
$699(407)381-0809

Pi Kappa Alpha
Get psyched for a great dinner and Happy
Hour with Kl\ Congratulations Brother Jason
Dibona + Mark D1goli on Pers. +VP. Two
definite STUDS! B-Ball tonight against New
Orleans. Pre-party before the game(6:30
house). Wear your jersey! Good luck Brother
Tormohlen (Time to Jam)! Get ready for Ted
Knight's "Possum Week", lock your door
Chris.

*Sherwood Forest*

Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

312 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call DMV Properties inc. 657-1967

Fast*Professlonal*Accurate

UCF walking distance 2Br2bth All appliances
available now for rent. Call 381-4240 to leave
message

RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

Townhouse walk to UCF 2bed 2.Sbath garage
washer/dryer $500/mo Available 2128· 2492246

National Marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2,500 per semester.
Must be organized, hard working and money
motivated. Call Marcy C. at(800) 592-2121,
Ext. 123
Ladies part-time work. Set your own hours,
retail oriented, self motivation a plus. Call 8238303 24 hr recording

O'Brien Windsurfer exc condition $300 or best
offer Melissa 382-1849

BEACH FUN! ALL CLUBS Welcome!
Coconuts on the Beach sponsoring Volleyball
tournament to benefit Arthritis Foundation
Sat. Feb. 23rd starting 9am lasts all day. For
more info please call Rosi at 647-0045 MWF

WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED STUDENTS:
Earn up to $10/hr. Market credit cards on
campus. Flexible hours. only 10 positions
available. Call Now 1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20

HP-41CV Handheld computer wt owners
manual, quick ref. guide, carrying case . Must
for engineers. Brand new $90 OBO Call Eric
at381-8070

ON-CAMPUS FUNDRAISER-Needed: organized and industrious fraternity , sorority, or
student group to earn hundreds of dollars for
an on-campus marketing project. Call 1·800·
NOW-POST

TYPING/Word Proc. by 1Syr. legal
sect $1.00/pg. 366-4045

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

3Bdrm 21/2 Bath town home pool tennis walk
to UCF $650 Call 671-9957

DC- Captain Condom is coming to the first
annual DC SAFE SEX PARTY. Live DJ, condoms, & all the fun you can handle. Come
enjoy safe sex with the Sigs. DC basketball
UNDEFEATED. Sororities get ready, derby 1s
around the corner in HOC

WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Su~acks Honda W/Locks 682-9363

Lost Figaro bracelet 18 kt 3 to 1 link Reward if
round!!! Call 282-6014
GOLD HEART BRACELET LOST.
SENTIMENTAL VALUE
REWARD 823-4177
Lost 3 weeks ago. Diamond + Ruby ring.
Sentimental value. REWARD! Call 1-8702886 or 381-3000
Help!! I lost my glasses AGAIN
Lost between Alafaya and CEBAll
Polo tortoise shell frames
I'm temporarily blind; restore my sight for a
CASH REWARD-Call Ray 382-3764

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offer FREE fraternity
stone crests. Jostens! There is a difference;
look for it! It's Academic in the University
Shoppes.

GREAT FUN-A BCM scavenger hunt! Friday, Feb 22-more info at Knight Lite, every
Thurs @ 7pm in the SOL

Townhouse for sale near UCf-ideal investment for parents of college student. Two
bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, kitchen, living room,
appliances included. cam comfortably accommodate 4 students. Excellent condition.
Assumable mortgage. Call 876-2590 or 2829191 for info.

French club-meeting Monday, Feb. 25 from
2:00 to 2:30 in Education Bldg room 238
Newman Club
Everyone is invited to the Ne.,;..man House
Thursdays at 7:00 pm for PRAYER and DISCUSSION. For more info call 281-4438.
Sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry

The UCF copy center in the library rm 229 will
make copies for students for 10 cents a page.
Come by and get your copy needs fulfilled.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR
Sat. March 2, 8:30-12:15 Learn how to conduct a job search, how to write a professional
resume, and how to dress for the career you
desire. Tickets $5 on sale Feb 27, 28 CEBAll

Alpha Kappa Psi
Resume workshop was great! Thanks Dan
Galloway. Pledges, best of luck tomorrow
night, BE ON TIME!! Don'tforgetMr.Allenwill
be speaking to us Feb. 25.

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
The ring that's cast from "deep-dimension"
dies for the best quality of detail. Jostens!
There is a difference; look for it! It's Academic
1n the University Shoppes.

'81 BMW3201 good cond. new tires, auto, 2737478, Billfish
'80 Dodge Omni look AC 4-speed new tires,
brakes, CV-joints AM/FM cass. After 6:00
366-8688 $400

M/F to share 2bd apt 1mi from UCF $200 + 1/
2 util 381-4119 (Val) Leave message pleasemay move in 3-1-91

Sigma Phi Epsilon
What an awesome week for Sig Ep !! Cong rats
to Alill-overall winners of Queen of Hearts
1991. Congrats to Shalisa Sloan, the new
Queen of Hearts. Everyone make sure to buy
some pictures from Friday's party, and buy
some shirts. Basketball on a roll with victories
over ATO & PKA. Congrats to Sig Ep runners
who took first place in the Greek SK run and
won all the door prizes. Hey pledges, no more
deficit spending on dinners. Hit the books
everyone, grades are a priority!!

Roommate wanted M/F share house in
Chuluota $275 pays all but phone. 11 miles
from U~F. quiet, call John 365-3420

1980 Toyota Tercel cold air runs exc 679-1103

Zeta Tau Alpha
Hope everyone enjoyed Zeta Day in W Palm
Beach! Soccer is today at 5:00. Basketball is

MIF N!S roommate needed for a 2bd 2 bth
Across UCF. $200 deposit, $21 0 +112 of
utilities. Call David 281-7626 .

1985 Fore Escort 4 dr air am radio 52000 mi
new brakes 12190 good tires $2200 Call Janice X5026 or 657-1007 after 6pm

EVERY FRIDAY IS JOSTENS RING DAY AT
IT'S ACADEMIC

"88 Honda Prelude 5sp, red, alloy wheels, bra,
fog lights, excellent condition, 45K miles,
$10,250 or best offer. Call Mark 273-0397

Roommate needed M/F in a 412 house 5 mi.
from UCF Great location. Call 658-0960
ASAP and leave message

SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9AM ALSO WEEKENDS

"One Heart-One Love-ONE BIG PARTY"
Spring Break Jamaica ReggaeJam
(800) "U" REGGAE ...(800) 873~23
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers the TriGold
beauty of Black Hills gold. Jostens! There is
a difference; look for it! It's Academic in the
Univer_sity Sh~ppes

"82 Toyota Supra $3450 obo 574-0551 Vm

Only $175+1/2, own room, 678-1738

1983 Dodge Omni auto air looks runs excellent 679-1103 $995

WP.EDITING: $1 .25 & UP. 366-0538
Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890
Call after 5:30 or leave message on recorder
COMPLETE TYPING/WP SERVICES FAST
AES 2431 ALOMA #226 671-4414

Brett, now that I'm back and safe, I realize that
I never want to be away from you again. Will
you marry me? I'll be in the Wild Pizza@9pm
for Beaches to hear your reply. Barb

.-r---·~_:_~-'----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-:--~~~~~~---::--:---,
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MINI CLASSIF,I ED FORM
$0. 75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty

Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
TOTAL COST:

$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds

$ _ __

Insertion Dates:

D GREEK CORNER

D SERVICES
D FORSALE
D TUTORS
D TYPISTS
D OTHER
D AUTOS
D LOST & FOUND
D ROOMMATES
D HELPWANTED
D L01'.1ELY •'s
D WANTED
D CARPOOL
D PERSONALS
D FORRENT
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. One letter or punctuation mark per ·space,
' leaving one space between each word .

D CLUB INFO
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Beeausc lifc is the
~reatest

.tm

HEY!
.The Central Florida Future
is seeking news reporters
for the Brevard, Daytona and

__

•

SPINDLETOP RECORDS

South Orlando campuses.
____,

•

If you ru:e interested in

writing news for your campus,

•

please call us at UCF-NEWS
(that's 823-6397), or drop by
our office and fill out an
application.

·. ~

•

•

TEN NEW SONGS DESTINED
TO BECOME CLAS JCS
SO GS THAT CONVEY
WHY HE'S A LEGEND
JN H IS OWN TIME

80,000
people gave
something
to the IRS
this year.
And they
can't wait
i
till next
I year t<? give
I, again.
l They volunteered their

including
Sh ake & Tumble
All She Wrote

I

Home Is Where The
Heart Is

~ skills to people who

INCLUDING 'REAL REAJ.; GONE ,
' YOUTH OF 1,000 SUMMERS
& " AVALO
OF THE HEART"

! needed help doing their
j taxes.

l

They weren't necessarily

I accountants. They were

l people, like you, who have
I a basic aptitude for math
and a desire to help others.
i
You can help people
l with what taxes them.
I
To find out about the
i free IRS training program
iJ call 1-800-424-1040.
J

WARNERBROS

I
I

,

t;~

-.:,;

j
"'

,, '":x'*
>'~x<l
~~(o:,.

~ *..-;

)

<)

~

• 4900 East Colonial Dr. at
Humphries Ave. next to the
Executive Airport 898-2500
• 303 E. Altamonte Dr. in
Renaissance Centre 339-m3

-·

Volunteer now.
And you'll make
someone's taxes less
taxing later. ___

1

_J
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Remember: Soldiers, not athletes, real heroes
he injured during training. He told me a gro~d war. U.S. soldiers are preparing
couple of those reservists are already for battle. Some are preparing to die.
casualties of the war. He lucked out with Rick thought that a ground war might go
on for about six months.
a bad ankle and a desk job.
I had been searching for some hero to
My talk with Rick put some things
write
about, maybe one who plays ball
into perspective.
I remembered a couple ofweeks earlier for a few million a year. One whom I
when I read about the Iraqi offensive would look up to for his contributions
that took a Saudi border town. The story and accomplishments. It was then that I
focused on the U.S. soldiers who were realized who the heroes were in real life.
After talking to Rick, I put aside
killed. The averag~ age of those soldiers
intentions of a story for a while and
was 20.
After readingthat story, I took a break ·decided to play ball out on the UCF
from the war and studied for tests and basketball courts.
As I put on my basketball shoes, I
did other important things. I didn't have
time to watch much war on television or wondered how many of those guys in
Saudi Arabia would like to trade places
watch the Patriot dual with the Scud.
My thoughts turned to an impending with me.

playoff accomplishments of the UCF
football team, the up-and-coming
Running Knights· basketball program,
the promise of the young UCF baseball
season or maybe some other appropriate
topic.
While searching for a subject, I was
This past Sunday, I had a day off of interrupted by a friend who stopped by
workandschoolandwaslookingforward duririg a weekend visit home. Rick had
to a tranquil day of sports in front of the been a reservist for the U.S. Marines
tube. There was not a thing that I was while going to school in Orlando. Soon
forced to think about - no tests, no · after the outbreak of war in the Persian
work.MymindwasontheOrlandoMagic Gulf, Rick was sent to California for
and the Milwaukee Bucks. ·
active duty.
.
That was until the sports editor for ·
·Rick explained that l:ie would have
the Future called and asked me to write . been in Saudi Arabia with the other
a column. I thought that could be fun and reservists from his Orlando unit had it
spent the morning thinking about the not-been for torn ligaments in an ankle

-

MEN'S GOLF
FROM PAGE 16

..

Sports Writers
Wanted

Jon Cowgill, Paul Bastian and Hans
Strom Olson could also show leadership.
''The men are currently sixth in the
nation and are extremely good,"
Schumaker said.
''They are certainly very capable of
winning the NCAA finals."
Schumaker points to. no one
tournament as crucial to each team. He ·
said each tournament is essential.
·
The men's team eagerly anticipates
its own tournament, the 11th Annual
Budget Rent a Car/University ofCentral
Florida Golf Classic March 10-12 at
Eastwood Golf Course.
UCF has won that tournament three televised for the third consecutive year
on Sunshine and Prime networks.
times and is the defending champion.
Among the teams competing in the
UCF senior CliffKresge took medalist
honors by one.shot over teammate Kevin tournament are No. 2 North Carolina,
Altenhoff, who led the tournament the No. 9 Arizona and No.13 Kent St.ate.
· The . Knights have one more
first two days.
In 1989, the tournament made history tournament before the Classic. They play
by becoming the first collegiate golf ·in the Florida Southem Invitational, Feb..
tournament to be televised. It will be 28-March 3~

11?-e Sports sectjon is seeklng writers .

•

to cover events in· and around the
Orlando area. If you have writing
experience and some sports background, come by our office and fill out
an application.

Or, call 823-2865

•

and ask for Roy Fuoco, sports editor.

, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -'""'

If you could, you'd be there.
For victims of disaster, the devastation lasts long
after the TV .crews have left. It takes months to
rebuild homes, businesses ... entire lives.

If you could, you'd be there to help. But no
matter where you are, your fiI).a.ncial help '~ill
mean food, clothing, shelter, the bar~ neGessities . ...
You can be there, through your
American Red Cross.

,--·····~············-,

: ROBIN WILLIAMS WEEK :
IN THE WILD PIZZA

I

I

~'-·················---1

•

Someone _is counting 011 you.
Send your contribution today to: American Red Cross Disaster Relief
Fund, 5 North Bumby Ave., Orlando, FL 32803

Sunday, Feb. 24th

r--------------------,

I FROM YOUR F~OUS, FRIENDLY,
I
LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT
I
HEWLETT-PACKARD DEALER:
f
lOB Business •· H~ 48 ~~
":.ii"~:
· Calculator and
Sc1enhf1c
eooKs &
I~
Expandable AccEsoRiEs .
I HP 17~11 and
Calculator
l HP Business
~&':x.dP'I
•Over 2100
I Consultant II
built-in
I .Financial
functions
II· Calculators
• HP Equation•

ffi.

••Complete

I
I

set of
financial
functions
l•Menus
and
softkeys to
guid~ you
Algebraic
orRPN
entry

l!!B

I
I

Writer
application
•Graphics
integrated
with
calculus

I
I

F//d9

.

·

2916 Corrine .Drive ·
Orlando, FL 32803

GOOD
MORNING,
VIETNAM

•

•

Feb. 28th

All movies are shown in the Wild Pizza
at 6:30pm and 9:qopm.

1~
1
'bq<t~ · I
.J

INTERNATIONAL
~ Calculator & Computer ~<t>'-

L-

Th~rsday,

HEWLETT .

..............................

~

Monday, Feb. 25th

a:~ PACKARO

I·~~
.

II lii9

•

Come see
it today.

I•

THE WORLD
ACCORDING
TOGARP

--------------------
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Tuesday's results
Stetson 6, UCF 3
Singles-Rksheim{UCF)d.Johnson (Stetson),
0-6, 6-2, 6-2; Terliksiv {Stetson) d. Zuloata (UCF), 62, 6-1; Blak-Cin (Stetson) d. Ragsdale (UCF), 6-4, 64; Caputa {UCF) d. Murphy (Stetson), 6-3, 6-3;
Buttermore (Stetson) d. Davis (UCF), 7-5, 6-3; Welsh
• ( d. Warner (UCF), 6-3, 6-3.
Doubles -Ricksheim and Ragsdale d. Johnson
and Blak-Cin, 7-6, i-6. 7-5; Buttermore and Terllksiv
d. Warner adn Zwemer, 6-1, 6-2; Welsh and Mclean

a

..

.

d. Zuloata adn Caputa, 6-3, 6-2.

• Sunday's results

UCF 8, Eckerd 1
Singles -Jeff Allen (Eckerd) d Pat Curry (UCF)
6-2, 5-7, 6-3; Ken Jackson {UCF) d Tom Jeandarme
(Eckerd) 6-1, 6-1; Jose Perez (UCF) d Mike Garner
• (Eckerd) 7-6, 4-6, 6-2; Luis Luna {UCF) d Ray
Schulthess (Eckerd) 6-1, 6-2; Todd· Burrows (UCF) d
Josh Saum {Eckerd) 7-6, 7-5; Oavi.d Goldfarb (UCF)
d Jay Sanders (Ed<erd) 6-4, 7-5.

(three points).
"We used our experience in
"Both teams came out kicking to keep the ball in
hungry, whit:hledtoastalemate USF's territory in the second
The UCFRugbyClubstarted in the first half and manifested half, and this gave us the
Domino's Pizza/Chris Johnson
slowly but overwhelmed the itselfintoabattleofwills,"UCFs opportunity to overpower them
Invitational
University of South Florida to Richard German said.
for scores at their goal line,"
Feb. 11-13
record its first shutout of the
South Florida's young team Sherbondy said.
At TUSCON ARIZONA
year, 41-0, Saturday afternoon played well in the halfbut could
In the ''B" squad game, South
Teams-1. Arizona (1) 291 -297-295-883. 2.
in Tampa.
not score, leaving the halftime Florida shut out UCF, 4-0.
UCLA 299-294-292 - 885. 3. Arizona St. 304-304With its victory over Florida score 13-0.
295-903. 4. Texas Christian 308-306-302-916. 5.
The previous week against
Texas310·311 ·295-916. 6. New Mexico 317-305International
Feb.
9,
UCF
UCF
ran
away
with
the
FIU,
Burke scored 16 points to
302-924. 7. USC314-306-310-930. a.Oklahoma
imprqved its record to 3-0 and 2- matchin the second half, playing lead the UCF Rugby Club. UCF
318-304-309-931 . 9. Stanford 314-308-310-932.
10. BYU 312-315-310-937. 11. Oregon 3280in the conference. UCF, ranked a rough game.
started strong and led 27-3 at
316-299-943. 12. Arizona (2) 311-321-311-943 .
No. 1 in Florida, beat No. 3-.
13. Washington 311-324-316-951. 14. Hawaii 324UCF dominated the field of halftime. It did not let up the
, 329-305 - 958. 15. UCF 320.330.323 - 973. 16.
· ranked FIU, 61-6.
play and scored fiye tries. Jeff pressure in the second half and
Washington State 333-324-322 - 979. 17. Long
Beach 350-341-325- 1016.
In the first halfagainst South Maricle, Tom Gossard, Joe went on to record a 55-point
Florida, UCF'sDaveMartin and Carter, Chris Gibbons and victory.
Individuals (Top 5) - 1. Mette Hageman
(Arizona) 72-72-73-217. 2. Debbie Koyana (UCLA) . Derek Burke scored tries (four
Burke each scored a try.
''They were like gangsters
72-71-76-219. 3. Jane Egan {NMSU) n-72-71points each). Matt Sherbondy Sherbondy also had a strong without guns," Burke said.
220.4. Laree Suggs (UCLA) 75-73-72-220. 5. Tricia
Konz (ASU) 76-76-69 - 221.
scored five points on a conversion second half, kicking four "They talked big but shot
UCF finishers - 39. Marla Jemsek {UCF). 58.
(two
points) and a penalty kick conversions.
blanks."
Lis Earley {UCF). 71. Catrina Runyan (UCF). 79. Mary
by Karen L. Johnson

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Shupe {UCF). 82. Brittany Hubble (UCF).

(That's 823-6397)

•

"lthink not being able to play
last year gave me more incentive
to do well this year," Still said.
In 1989, Still posted a 3-2
record with one save and 1.87
. ERA

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/ N~~fue¢~~n~fue
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UCF staff have been able to
turn their incentive into wins,
though.
An example of the struggling
pitching staffis the game against
Western Kentucky University
Friday night.
The Knights held an 8-5 lead
going into the seventh inning
when Western Kentucky
exploded for nine runs.

In the game the Knights used
five pitchers, four of which gave
up at least two runs each.
The average stay for each
pitcher was 1. 7 innings.
"I think a lot of the problems .
we've been having are due in
part to nervousness," Still said .
"I think our pitching will fall
into place as the season goes
on."

.....

------------------------------------------------------------------------aftertheirfirstlOgames, was3next game.
.500

11 :00 A.M.

I

·1§ ..

UCF.rugby, No. 1 in Florida,
. h es USF.1n ~.ampa
l llt'11•111111il d emoI1s

See News Happening?
Call
UCF-NEWS

~t.

rn91

1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.

FROM PAGE 16

In the first game, Fn~ay
night, UCF was unable to hold
on to an 8-5 l~ad going into the
seventh inning.
WKU scored nine runs on
three hits and three UCF errors.
One of the hits was a three -un
triple by Brian Dillard.
In the ninth inning, UCFs
Brett Barker hit a. three-run
home run, which brought the
Knights to within two runs. But
it wasn't enough, as the
Hilltoppers won 14-12.
1
The Knights had no problems
holding on to their lead in the

_Still gave the Knights their 7 but they still were able to
first complete game this season finish the season with a 40-20
and gained his second victory record.
"This year we're playing
with a 4-2 win over Western
Kentucky.
. harder teams and have a .500
The Knights also were able to record," Jimmy Still said. 'The
top Western Kentucky in the hitting has been great and so
third game with a come-from- has the fielding."
The team leader in hitting is
behind victory, scoring 6 runs
outfielder Mike Josephina.
in two innings to win, 6-5.
His batting average of .423
Taking two out ofthree games
against WKU gave the Knights leads the team and he is tied
a winning percentage of .500 for the lead in home runs with
two.
and an overall record of 5-5.
Eric and Ernest Martinez also
While the team might be seen
as struggling, it is doing better lead the team, but in RBis.
Eric has collected 11 RBis, in
than usual for the early part of
10 games, and Ernest has added
the season.
The Knights' 1990 record, nine of }l;is own.

Sunday Masses:
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
275-0841

•

ARE YOU BEING PAID WHAT YOU ARE REALLY WORTH?

•
•

•

JOB:

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUR PRESENT INCOME?

CAREER:

IS YOUR CAREER PROGRESSING RAPIDLY TOWARDS
UNLIMITED INCOME?

FUTURE:

ARE YOU WITH A COMPANY IN AN INDUSTRY EXPERIENCING
- TREMENDOUS GROWTH & PROSPER11Y?
.

WEALTH:

WILL YOU HAVE PERSONAL WEALTH WITHIN THE N'EXT FIVE
YEARS?

There' s nothing like Legend and Lady
Legend! The most unique college rings
ever designed-only available from
ArtCarved. This popular professional
look offers more ways to personalize your college ring. Don't
\ delay-visit your ArtCarved
'• representative during this
special sales event to see
Legend arid the many
other styles available.

DISCOVER WHY PROFESSIONALS ARE LEAVING SIX-DIGIT INCOME CAREERS TO
ACHIEVE TIME - WEALTH - FREEDOM. CALL 1-800-749-2357 (24 HR. RECORDED
MESSAGE)

WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT

• ~AN·FASTIQVE

TANNING SALON

•
•

· JI RT(Jl RV[Q

•

•

FEB. 20-22
FEB.25-26

~==-·
REEDY PLAZA-10376 E. COLO
IN~$':Ax~:ltlxcJ.W::¢.Mm4.!~B\!f:~m:'~

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

1 O:OOa.m.-3:00p.m.

1
~

$15 Deposit Required ~g
Special Payment Plans Available
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Both ranked, golfers swing into action.
Women's golf team finishes
sub-par performance in 15th·

Schumaker looking to maintain
men's golf winning tradition

by Michele Dragonettl

by Michele Dragonetti

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The women's team demonstrated inconsistency when
it placed 15th in a field of 17 at the Domino's Pizza/
Chris Johnson Invitational Feb. 11-13 in Arizona.
"We didn't place well in Arizona," UCF golf Coach
Mike Schumaker said. "Four of our girls came back
with colds, one with mono. We performed better than
we could have been expected under such circumstances."
Marla Jemsek and Lis Earley were UCFs top
finishers. J emsek finished 39th and Early finished
58th. Schumaker said he expects J emsek and Earley to
make the NCAA finals.
"I want the women's team to get into the top 20," he
said. ''We're 24th riow, and we have a good chance of
moving up. All we need is a couple of shots here and
there."
Although Schumaker said consistency is one of the
men's strong points, he points to it as a weakness of the
women's team. Schumaker recently took over the men's
team due to Dale Wilson's illness.
"I think by having to rely more on themselves, it will
help them gain the confidence they need to enjoy more
consistency," he said.
"Our own tournament is coming up for the women's
team, the McDonald's UCF classic, with the top 24
teams from the country. In April, we have the state
tournament with all of the Florida schools."
UCFs next tournament is in the McDonald's/UCF
Rotary Classic Feb. 28-March 3.

Jim Fergusorv'CENTRAL FLOR10A FUTURE

Coach Mike Schumaker of the women's golf team
replaced the ailing Dale Wilson as head coach of th.~
men's team.
"Until the organization part was done, it was
extremely diffi~lt," ~c,humak.er said. "No..,;that thin~s
are more orgamzed, it s working out fine.
Schumaker said the change in coaching is not hurting
either team. He said he thinks men and women golfers
will benefit. It will help them gain confidence as a resu t
of their being less reliant upon him, he said.
"In any other sport, such a situation would be
impossible," Schumaker said. "Golf is a game of
individuals. I help each player, but am not constant y
needed as in a team sport. Each individual works on
[his orher] own anyway."
The men's team seems to be prospering and ranks
sixth in the nation after coming off of a fourth-place
finish in the 1991 Gator Invitational.
UCF finished behind the University of Florida,
Louisiana State and Georgia, and it was UCFs best
finish ever in the tournament.
Schumaker said consistency is the strength of the
team. In the Gator Invitational, two shots separatad
UCFs top finisher and fifth best finisher.
Andrew Rice and Malcolm Joseph are expected to
lead the team. But as the Gator Invitational indicated,

Andrew Rice will be one of UC F's leading golfers as its
spring schedule gets under way.

see MEN'S GOLF page 14

Men's tennis
defeats Eckerd
by Gregory Eyma
CENTRAL FtoFllDA FUTURE

Rescheduled from Feb.10 to Sunday due to inclement
weather, UCFs men's tennis match against Ecke d
College resulted in the Knights' second victory in a row.
As with the women's match against Florida
Community College.Jacksonville las~ week, the gante
was a near shutout, 8-1.
In the first match, Pat Curry sustained UCF's only
loss of the day in a three-setter against Eckerd's Jeff
Allen, 6-2, 5-7, 6-3.
_
''The team has begun to show togetherness at
matches," Assistant-Coach Cleave Frink said. ''They're
starting to relax and settle into their games and [arj ]
growing out of their timidity."
UCF player Ken Jackson's match against Tom
Jeandarme, however, resulted in a hard, 30-minute
pummeling ofJ eandarme, 6-1, 6-1. Luis Luna fol1owl!d
suit by handing Eckerd's Ray Schulthess a sound
defe~t, 6-1, 6-2.
After some difficulty in the first two sets, which ~e
split, 7-6, 4-6, Jose Perez returned to convincingly wm
the deciding third set against Eckerd's Mike Gamer 62 for the victory. Todd Burroughs and David Goldfarb
also won decisive victories to seal the victory.
' •'
Michale Phohl/CENTRAL FLOHllJA 1-U 1u~: c
All three doubles matches were also quickly won by
the Knights.
SCRAMBLING THROUGH
In women's tennis, Stetson defeated UCF, 6:,i3,
Tommy Tormohlen and the Running Knights will try to play the role of spoiler in the ASC when they take on leagueTuesday. Both teams play again Friday at 3 p.m ..
leading New Orleans7:30 tonight in the UCF gymnasium. The game will be televised on t,he Sunshine Network.

Jimmy Sti.11 leading way

UCF baseball·
evens record ~
to .500 earlier

for Knights' pitching staff
by D. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In the early part of this season, the
Knights baseball team seems to be doing
well in all aspects ofthe game, except one
- pitching.
The starters have been having trouble
getting on track here at the start of the
season.
Laurence Heisler, a returning starter
from last season, was expected to lead
the starters on the team but has had
trouble getting going. His ERA is 4.91.
"Heisler has been doing very well,"

pitcher Jimmy Still said. "I mean he
. went eight innings against Rollins and
threw well against UF. If some one was
just to look at his stats, they would think
he's struggling but we don't think so."
Still, who was a redshirt last year, is
anything but struggling. He led the
Knights in the first complete game of the
season Saturday.
His ERA ofl.19 and his 22.7 innings
pitched lead the team. His record of 2-0
is the best so far and he has only allowed
one extra base hit - a double.

see STILL page 15

•

by D. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Charles Morrow/CENTHAL

FL~

Fu I UHi:

Jimmy Still has returned from a year's
absence and leads UC F with a 1.19 ERA.

The Knights, who dropped 3-o -4
games in the Olive Garden Classic,
increased their record to 5-5 by taking
two out of three against Weste; n
Kentucky University.
''We've never started well,"UCFCoach
Jay Bergman said. "This is just another
example of this."
•

see .500 page 15
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Well it's that time again. That time
of year when the ~academy" announces its nominees for the best of
the 1990 film season.
The 22 categories cover everything
from Best Picture to Best Sound Effects Editing. Below is a complete
list of the nominees.
The 63rd annual Academy
Awards will be broadcast March 25
from the Shrine Auditorium in Los
Angeles.
Picture: "Awakenings," "Dances
With Wolves," "Ghost," ''The Godfather Part III," "GoodFellas."
Actor: Kevin Costner, "Dances .
With Wolve~"; Jeremy Irons, "Reversal of Fortune"; Gerard Depardieu, "Cyrano de Bergerac"; Robert De Niro, "Awakenings"; -Richard
Harris, "The :field."
Actress: Joanne Woodward, "Mr.
& Mrs. Bridge"; Kathy Bates, "Misery"; Anjelica Huston, "The G:rifters";
Meryl Streep, "Postcards From The
Edge"; Julia Roberts, "Pretty Wornan."
Supporting Actor: Joe Pesci,
"GoodFellas"; Andy Garcia, "The
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Paramount

Andy Garcia and Sofia Coppola star in Best Pictur~ nominee, "The
Godfather Port Ill." The film received seven Academy Award nominations.
.Godfather Part III"; Bruce Davidson,
"Longtime Companion"; Graham
Greene, "Dances With Wolves"; Al
Pacino, "Dick Tracy."
Supporting Actress: Whoopi
Goldberg, "Ghost"; Lorraine Bracco,
"GoodFellas"; Annette Bening, "The
Grifters": Mary McDonnell, "Dances
With Wolves"; ·Diane Ladd, "Wild° At
. Heart."
Director: Francis Ford Coppola,
"The Godfather Part III"; Kevin
Costner, "Dances With Wolves":
Martin Scorsese, "GoodFellas"; Stephen Frears, "The Grifters"; Barbet
Schroeder, "Reversal of Fortune."
Original Screenplay: Barry
Levinson, "Avalon"; Woody Allen,
"Alice"; Whit Stillman, "Metropolitan"; Bruce Joel Rubin, "Ghost";
Peter Weir, "Green Card."
Adapted Screenplay: Steven
Zailian, "Awakenings"; Michael
Blake, "Dances With Wolves"; Nicholas Pileggi and Martin Scorsese,
"GoodFellas"; Donald E. Westlake,
"The Grifters"; Nicholas Kazan, "Reversal of Fortune."
Foreign Film: "Cyrano de Bergerac," France; "Journey of Hope,"

Switzerland: "Ju Dou," People's Republic of China; "The Nasty Girl,"
Germany; "Open Doors," Italy.
Art Direction: "Cyrano de
-Bergerac," "Dances With Wolves,"
"Dick n-acy," "The Godfather Part
III," "Hamlet."
Cinematography: "Avalon,"
"Dances With Wolves," "Dick Tracy,"
"The Godfather Part III," "Herny &
June."
Costume Design: "Avalon,"
"Cyrano de Bergerac," "Dances With
Wolves," "Dick Tracy," "Hamlet."
D~umentary Feature: "American Dream," "Berkeley in the Sixties," "Building Bombs," "Forever
Activists: Stories From the Veter3.!ls
of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade,"
"Waldo Salt: A Screenwriter's Journey."
Documenta,ry Short Subject:
"Burning Down Tomorrow,"
"Chimps: So Like Us," "Days of
Waiting," "Journey Into Life: The
World of the Unborn," "Rose
Kennedy: A Life to Remember."
Film Editing: "Dances With
see AWARDS page 3
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Julia Roberts' character weak in "lbe Enemy'
Roberts shows little or no emotion
as her husband beats her for 3 years
by Tom Pryor

The search leads to a violent final confrontation when
aura (Julia Roberts) Martin torments Laura in
has everything a girl her new home.
could ask for: a beauWhat hurts this film is
tiful home and a loving, car- that the audience does not
ing husband. But all is not know enough to understand
right in Laura's life in Martin's transformatiqn
"Sleeping With the Enemy." from loving husband to
Laura's husband, played possessive psychopath.
by Patrick Bergin, is an obOne is left wondering why
sessive, possessive person · Laura didn't see Martin's
who treats his wife like a psychotic side sooner or why
child.
she stayed with him so long.
In the _opening scene,
Roberts' acting is too
Martin seems loving and subdued. Her character is
supportive, but when he very underdeveloped as the
becomes jealous of a neigh- wife who has endured three
bor, he responds by attack- years of beatings. Roberts
ing her.
never shows any real emoBergin's constant abuse tion. She shows no anger
prompts Laura to fake when she is with her husdrowning in order to escape band or joy ·when she esher psychotic mate.
capes him.
Kevin Andersen's por"Sleeping With th.e Enemy" definitely delivers sus- trayal of the drama instrucpense. The film_s is especially tor is a refreshing contrast
suspenseful when Martin to Bergin's boogyman husdiscovers Laura faked death band.
and begins his search for
Bergin is effective as the
her.
husband, but the evil side of

L

Tri-Star Pictures

Sleeping With the Enemy

Rated: R

***

Starring: Julia Roberts
Director: Joseph Rueben
Producer: Various

Ji:-

Key: *Awful **Poor ***Fair
****Good ****Hxcellent

Academy Award nominee, Julia Roberts stars in the psychological thriller "Sleeping With
the Enemy." This is Roberts' first project since "Pretty Woman."

the character is taken too
far. In one scene he tries to
smother his mother-in-law
with a pillow.
The film is 's low in the beginning, but picks up after
Roberts makes her escape.
Director Joseph Rueben's

convention of using personality quirks such as organizing canned goods and
straightened towels to introduce suspense and fear
is quite effective and innovative.
"Sleeping With the Ene-

my" works better as a horror
fihn than as· a commentary
on wife abuse. I can only
hope that future films give
insight into the problem instead of reducing into "The
Perils of Paulirie vs. The Boogyman" theme.

Soundtrack to 'The Big Easy'
features good ptlx of music

classical music and listens to ·
golden oldies and the Top 40.
So normally, I am not one to
Coordinator: Danny Holloway like regional music such as that
Label: Antilles Records
of the Cajun bayou, but I have
made an exception in this case.
here are a few reasons
The fact that I loved the movie
why I like sound tracks. ''The Big Easy," a romantic/
One, I can relate the suspense adventure that starred
music to a particular Dennis Quaid an~ Ellen Barkin
scene in the movie. Two, in what many critics called their
soundtracks usually carry a "breakthrough" roles, .might
diverse range of music. Three, have had the slightest bearing
soundtracks have all the best on my liking the soundtrack
The soundtrack is filled with
music on one tape.
In light of the Mardi ·Gras music sung and played in the
celebration, I pulled from my Cajun bayou. It contains the
vast collection ofcassettes a tape original versions of"Ilro, Ilro" by
I thought best encompasses the Dixie Cups and the soulful
Mardi Gras, New Orleans and ballad 'Tell It Like It Is" by Aaron
Cajun living. That tape was the Neville & the_Neville Brothers.
Professor Longhair makes the
soundtrack to 'Tile Big Easy."
You're hearing from a person piano dance with 'Tipitina" and
who has been brought up on Buckwheat Zydeco moves the
• The Big Easy Original Motion
Pic'11re Soundtrack
Artists: Vanous

T

aµdience with his wild and upbeat "Mat Tit Fille." 2:achary
Richard sings the love song
"Colinda" in a mixture of Cajun
and English.
Dennis Quaid makes his
mark on the album with "Closer to You," a romantic ballad
composed and sung by Quaid.
"Saviour, Pass Me Not," performed byThe Swan Silvertones,
is sung in gospel fashion and
pulls out singing talent:S that can
only be experienced through
gospel music.
Some of the stranger songs
on the album, "Zydeco Gris Gris"
by Beausoleil, "Oh Yeh Yai"
performed by Terrance Simien
& the Mallet Playboys and "Hey
Hey (Indians Comin')" by The
Wild Tchopitoulas (pronounced
chop+ two-las) require a few
listens to appreciate.
,
Even those songs are more
or less the ·let's-feel-good-andget-crazy kind of music.
Of course, more than halfthe
verses in the music will be incoherentto listeners unless they
know Cajun French.
The original motion picture
soundtrack for Tue Big Easy"
is a cassette worth your money.
More Music Reviews page 4
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Donald HaU writes nice rhymes
Hall's 'Old_And New Poems' reflects 4 deGades of his work
Reviewed by Bill Cushing

tion of the Great Depression as well as
Hall does in "1934" or "Waiting on the
n the cover of Donald Hall's "Old Comers," where he writes:
and New Poems" is Michael Mcbut everyone moves
(.
Curdy's woodcut of the poet: In
up and down, stamping his feet,
the background is a harvest
so unemployed.
moon, the poet's face is half in shadow
There is a piece titled "The Scream,"
c and the eyes peer out with a concentratwhich visualizes, in words, Edvard
ed, almost hard look.
Munch's now-classic 1893 expressionisYet. there is the trace of a smile curling tic painting.
c around the lips.
And "Shudder" should make its audiThat print seems to reflect the poet and ence do just that as he concludes with
his writing with a fair amount of precision. the realization that, "If we walk, we walk
Mira max
c
Hall was born in Conon graves."
"The
Gritters"
received
Academy
Award
nominations
for
necticut and . graduated
~
Yet, Hall expresses a
both Anjelica Huston and Annette Bening.
from Oxford. He spent 18
great and whimsical huyears teaching at the Unimor. In "O, Cheese," Hall
member" from "The Godfather
r versity of Michigan,
a
pays homage to the many
ACADEMY
Part III; .. "Somewhere in My
school that blends acatypes offromage and each
FROM PAGE 1
Memory" from "Home Alone;"
demic freedom with blue
one's ·personality.
or Later (I Always Get
"Sooner
<collar tradition. In 1975, he
"New Animals" relates
Wolves,"
"Ghost,"
"The
GodMy
Man)"
from "Dick Tracy."
resigned from the universia dream in which the poPart
Ill,"
"GoodFellas,"
father
Animated
Short Film:
ty and moved to N~w
et's neighbors trade in
"Creature
Comforts,"
"A ·
October."
'The
Hunt
for
Red
r Hampshire to devout his
their farm animals to reGrand
Day
Out,"
"GrasshopMakeup:
"Cyra1w
de
time to writing and related
stock the place with speliterary efforts.
nnuliiNa;iii!I! cies one would more like- Bergerac," "Dick Tracy," "Ed- ·pers (Cavallette)."
ward Scissorhands."
Live Action Short . Film:
, For more than four .dely see in a zoo.
"Bronx
Cheers," "Dear Rosie,"
Music
Original
Score:
Fact Sheet
cades, Donald Hall has acThen there is "On
Randy
Newman,
"Avalon;"
John
'Tile
Lunch
Date," "Senzei Na?
curately portrayed our naReaching the Age of Two
(What
Have
We
Done?)," "12:01
Bany,
"Dances
With
Wolves:"
tional and individual souJ,
Hundred," wherein the
p.m."
Ma~ce
Jarre,
"Ghost;"
David
conscience and feelings.
subject spends an unexGrusin, "Havana;" John WilSound:
"Dances . With
Now he has released "Old
pectedly normal day, exWolves,"_
"Days
of Thunder,"
liains,
"Home
Alone."
and New Poems," a colleccept for time taken to
c
"Dick
Tracy,"
"The
Hunt for Red
Music Original S.o ng:
tion of his works from 194 7
make love to a younger
"Blaze of Glory" from ~oung October," 'Total Recall."
to .present.
woman (she is 180 years
Guns
II;" 'Tm Gheckin' Out"
Sound Effects Editing:
There are nearly 200
old) or to blow out all the "Flatliners,"
"The Hunt for
from
"Postcards
From
the
<pieces here, the only prebirthday candles~ one at a
Edge;"
"Promise
Me
You'll
ReOctober,"
"Total Recall."
Red
vious work not representtime, taking naps after
ed in this compilation beillg ·
every twenty-fifth candle.
"'"The One Long Day," last year's winner of
"Old and New Poems" also includes four
both the National Book Critics Award and older pieces being published for the first
the Los Angeles Times Book Prize.
time. The four include "President and
The book is divided into eight sections, Poet," an honestly biting commentary on
each one covering increments of three to Teddy Roosevelt.
In an effort to get our esteemed readership in,
Hall has taken· the liberty to re-work
six years.
These divisions allow the reader to fol- some of the older pieces and readily advolved in our publication, we~ the editors of Conlow Hall's development as he grows from mits, "Many readers dislike the notion
fetti, present this contest:
structured and formal rh)rrne to experi- that a 60-year-old should alter language
The contest: Send in your guesses of who will win
mental forms in blank verse, a format he set down at 18, 22 or for that matter, 53.
in
each
of the 22 categories. The top three entrants
I understand but I cannot resist."
began to use as early as 1959.
with the most correct answers will win two movie
However, he resolves with New EnFamily and strangers are present here,
gland-bred
adamancy,
"I
will
not
re-print
as is history and philosophy. Affectionate
pas.ses to a local theater.
recollections of long-lost friends and youth a poem unless I can repair it."
Deadline: March 22
He has done an exemplary job; here is
are mixed with observations of life.
Few writers have captured the resigna- a collection well worth having.

c
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Academy Award Contest

*Send all entries to: Confetti Academy Award
Contest, P.O. Box 25CXXJ, Orlando, FL 32816.
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GRAND OPENING!

'I

FREE EGG ROLL, WING,
FRIED RICE & FORTUNE COOKIE
WITH DINNER SPECIAL
ACROSS FROM UCF
4066N. ALAFAYA TRAIL

380-1084

~q;J/9~_
-.. \ RAV-ll~
249-0705
ask for Mary

CRUISE
3 nts Bahamas
from$198.00 pp

GROUPS
Any size groups
Call with you·r

reques~s

SKI
_Colorado Condos

$95.00 per nt
1-4 persons

SUN
Bahamas
$249.00 pp ·
Air/Htl/Sports/More

e

FLY
Lowest Possible
Airfares Anywhere

i
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BROTHER MAKES 3
DO YA WANNA OA:NCE?
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by Mark Thomas
Single: 'WithAllMy Love 4U"
Artist: 4Way
Label: Nastymix Records
f you like house music
then you will probably
like 'With All My Love
4U." I don't, so I didn't.
However, it does have a very
danceable beat, but there is
not much in the way oflyrics,
which probably makes it a
prime candidate for excessive
radio airplay. It desexves one
star - it is not really worth
the time it took to listen to.
Single: "Whip it Baby"
Artist: Mario
·. Label: Nastymix Records

I

I

I1·

The press relaase bills
Mario as "a sexy, clever and
most of all, scandalous new
rapper." I really could not tell
you much about the sexy part,
but as for being clever and
scandalous, well ...
He has got a clear annunciable voice, but Marto is severely
lacking clevef!Iess, and after listening to 'Whip it Baby" I have
absolutely no idea Where they got
scandalous from: "Now she was
ready for schoolin'I and as she
walked the guys were droolin'/
out the door we headed straight
formycar."
This song failed to turn me
on It gets two stars - the best
part about the song is the Rick
James sample.

Single: "Brother May Shock"
Artist: Brother Makes 3
Label: Cardiac Records
Brother Makes 3, consisting of lead singer Shock (not
to be confused with Shock G
of digital underground), Sister
Julie and Sister Cindy show a
lot of potential but still need to
refine some of the rough edges.
"Brother May Shock" has
great beat and comes off
sounding kind of like a house
mix, which is a nice effect. But
the vocals could use some
work. I give it three stars decide for yourself.
Single: "Prisoner of Ignorance"
Artist: Kid Sensation
Label: Nastymix

a

Kid Sensation, Sir Mixalot's
right-hand man. is back and he
might just make a name for
hllnself with "Prisoner of Ignorance."
The profanity will probably
keep the song from getting
much airplay, but it does not
hinder the quality of the song.
"All I needed was some love
and guidance at home/ And
in school a little math and
science/ But from being ignored I grew from brat to villian .. : /My attitude is belligerent/ Yo, cuz I'm a prisoner
of ignorance." This is pretty
much the theme of the song,
but you should hear it for
yourself; it earned four
stars.

Single: "rfYou Don't Wanna
Get Pregnant. .. "
Artist: UTFO
Label: Jive Records
Rap veterans UTFO an~
nothing if not consistent after
all these years.
"If You Don't Wanna Get
Pregnant. .." is billed as a song
promoting safe sex:, but it is more
of a song promoting oral sex.
Pee Wee (the character from the
movie House Party) and Kangol,
who perlorm the song, are not
going to take any chances with
out protection, so they graciously allow "a bitch" to orally
satisfy them.
It gets four stars - it is hilarious. Play it duling thooe special,
warm, romantic moments.
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PAPERBACK BESTSELLERS

Grab a bite

of home cookin!

~

; .

•
1. "The Authoritative Calvin & Hobbes"
by Bill Waterson
2. "All I ~eally Need To Know I Learned in Kinder
garten"
by Robert Fulghum
3. "Foucault's Pendulum"
by Umberto Eco
4. "The 'Late Night with David Letterman' Book
of Top Ten Lists"
by Daviq Letterman
5. "Dances with Wolves"
by Michael Blake
6. "Mis~ry"
by Stephen King
7. "Wiener Dog Art"
by Gary Larson
8. "The Bonfire of the Vanities"
by Tom Wolfe
9. "Seven Habits of Highly Effective People''
by Steven R Covey
10. "The Dark Half"
by Stephen King
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Now there's home cookin' ~orth going

vegetables, ·mashed po~toes and old-

out for, right in your neighborhood. At

fashioned cornbread. Fruit cobblers,

our new Black-eyed Pea Restaurant you'll

homemade from scratch, creamy banana

find all the good food that gives home

pudding, and other tempting desserts. Our

~ooking

service and prices will suit your taste, too.

a good name. Like hand-battered,

~icken fried steak, juicy pot roast, and

So visit the new home of home cooking in

f nder charbroiled chicken. Garden-fresh

your neighborhood. The Black-eyed Pea.

~~:.
l!l";'

~:;k·,

t;he 81ack·eyed pea®
RESTAURANT

Home cookin' worth going out for.SM

One Heart... .._.:·
.TJ 0 n e Love ...
0 n e B i g Pa r t y ! ! !

e (•

SPRING BREAK JAMAICA
• S11ecial Stude11t Packages

• Free .Beach Parties
,..
• Hot Reggae Music and Sunshine
·
.J
•Cool Caribbean Beaches
•Thousands of students from all over the US

~

•

• Starting at $219 ca. with nonstop flights from Orlando
Including Air, Hotel, Transfers, $6 US Departure Tax &$10 Fuel Surcharge

For information or brochures

(800~s·~~~7~:4~ae... •11~~Zilt>
Save$30NOW

3150 University Blvd
Winter Park, 679-7576

no additional charge lor Orlando doparlures
limit Pd soars
BOOK TODAY

*

fAM/llCA

We taught the world how to party

r

